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In this paper, we propose a new array-type transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) system, which can modulate cortical excitability of human brain in a more effective manner. Once a target location inside a brain is determined, optimal injection current/potential at each electrode is calculated automatically by solving a constrained optimization problem. Current density distribution in a
realistic head model was evaluated using the 3-D finite element method (FEM) adopting the superposition principle. Simulation results
demonstrated that the proposed tDCS system enables effective and accurate field concentration on targeted brain areas.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic brain stimulation, finite element method (FEM), transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RANSCRANIAL direct current stimulation (tDCS)
is a kind of noninvasive brain electrical stimulation
technique, which can modulate excitability of the cerebral
cortex with a small direct current transmitted from a pair of
scalp electrodes [1]. tDCS has been applied to a variety of
clinical applications, especially to the treatment of various
neuropsychiatric diseases and neurological disorders such as
depression, epilepsy, electroanalgesia, stroke, and Parkinson’s
disease [1]–[5]. Although the effect of tDCS has turned out to
be similar to that of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), tDCS has been attracting great attention from the
neuroscience society since it has several advantages over the
traditional rTMS treatments [6], [7]. Compared to rTMS, tDCS
stimulates relatively wider brain regions, but is thought to be
appropriate for the stimulation of relatively deeper brain areas
than rTMS because the magnetic induction current elicited
by rTMS is generally distributed at shallow cortical areas [7].
Moreover, tDCS is specifically useful for patients who need
long-term or frequent therapies because the patients cannot
move their heads at all during rTMS therapy, whereas they
can freely move their heads during tDCS therapy. The tDCS
systems can be used even under mobile environments if they are
installed in a wheelchair or a bed. Lastly, tDCS can be applied
to some patients with metallic implants or a heart pacemaker in
their body, for whom rTMS cannot be used [6], [8].
Conventional tDCS systems have generally used two scalp
electrodes called anode
and cathode
, whose locations
have been usually determined empirically considering the location of a targeted brain area. However, a series of computer simulation studies have demonstrated that such empirical determination of electrode locations might lead to inaccurate targeting
due to the edge effect and inhomogeneous conductivity distribution inside the human head [9], [10], that is to say the intrinsic
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characteristics of conductive currents that tend to flow along the
shortest path with smallest resistivity. Recently, Im et al. [10]
attempted to optimize the scalp electrode locations for a given
target brain area by applying 3-D finite element method (FEM)
evolution strategy (ES) algorithm. Although their
and the
approach provided us with a new way for individualized brain
stimulation, it was hard to be applied directly to clinical applications due to the problem complexity and heavy computational
burden. Abhishek et al. [8] also tested various electrode configurations to find out one resulting in the most focused electric field
distributions. Although their simulation results demonstrated
that a ring-type electrode configuration could yield better field
concentration, the configuration was effective only at shallow
brain areas and thus could hardly be used for general purposes.
In this paper, we propose a new tDCS system that uses arraytype multiple electrodes. Instead of adjusting the electrode locations, the proposed system fixes the locations of two electrode arrays and determines their optimal injection current distributions by solving a constrained optimization problem. Considering that the given electric field analysis problem is linear,
the superposition principle is adopted to facilitate more efficient
computation of objective functions.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Head Modeling and FEM
Analysis of current conduction is essential in the design of
electrical stimulation systems. Conventional studies have used
a simplified head model [2] or a single-slice brain model [12]
for the numerical analysis of 3-D conduction current inside
a human head. In this letter, a full 3-D analysis was performed using a 3-D FEM solver [10]. Fig. 1 shows the head
model used for the present simulation study, which consists
of scalp, skull, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) regions. Since
the inhomogeneous electrical conductivity distribution of a
human head cannot be estimated accurately even with the
currently best imaging modalities, we used widely accepted
effective electrical conductivity values of head structures. The
effective electrical conductivity values for the scalp, skull,
and CSF/brain regions were set to well-known constants 0.22,
0.014, and 1.79 (S/m), respectively [13]. The finite element
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Fig. 1. Finite element head model used for the present simulation study. The
effective conductivity values for scalp, skull, and CSF/brain regions were set as
0.22, 0.014, and 1.79 (S/m), respectively [10], [13].
Fig. 3. Array-type electrode configurations used for the test simulations:
(left) anterior view and (right) posterior view. “R” and “L” represent “right”
and “left,” respectively. “A” and “P” in the electrode names represent “anterior”
and “posterior,” respectively. Two electrodes located at opposite (symmetric)
positions (electrodes with an identical number, e.g., A7 and P7) have the same
current amplitudes, but have opposite signs (e.g., A7: 0.3 mA, P7: 0.3 mA).

+

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams to elucidate the concept of the proposed array-type
tDCS system. (a) Concept of the previous approach [10] (optimization of electrode positions). (b) Concept of the proposed approach (optimization of input
current distributions).

model was extracted from structural MRI data of a standard
brain atlas and tessellated into 118 433 tetrahedral elements
with 19 981 nodes, using CURRY5 for windows (Compumedics, Inc., Charlotte, NC) and a mesh generation software
package Tetgen (http://tetgen.belios.de). The following Laplace
equation was used as the governing equation of FEM:
(1)
where and represent electrical conductivity and electric potential, respectively. We used a first-order finite element formulation and ICCG matrix solver [14]. We first used the electric
potentials as the unknowns of (1), and then could also evaluate
the injection current of each electrode by integrating the current
density over the surface electrode area.
B. Proposed Array-Type tDCS System
In our previous study [10], we determined optimal electrode
locations that could elicit maximum current density at a target
brain area by adjusting the electrode locations on the scalp surface. Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic diagram to elucidate the optimization problem. That approach was innovative because it was
the first attempt ever reported to realize individualized tDCS.
However, the approach required heavy computational burden as
the FEM solver needed to be executed repeatedly for every iteration, which made it difficult for the approach to be used in
practical applications. On the contrary, the present array-type
tDCS system fixes the locations of two electrode arrays and determines their optimal current distributions by solving a constrained optimization problem [Fig. 2(b)]. To enhance the computational efficiency, we adopted the superposition principle,
which will be explained hereafter.
In our simulation study, we assumed a pair of electrode
arrays, each consisting of 12 electrodes (three rows and four
columns). Each electrode in the array was assumed to be a
circle with a 2-cm radius (Fig. 3). Two electrodes located
at opposite positions (electrodes with an identical number,

0

e.g., A7 and P7 in Fig. 3) were assumed to have an identical
current amplitude, but have opposite signs (e.g., A7: 0.3 mA;
P7: 0.3 mA). Before the optimization process, we first stored
12 FEM results, each of which was obtained applying a unit
input value between each pair of electrodes (Dirichlet boundary
conditions were imposed at nodes in each electrode area). Since
the present electrostatic problem is mathematically linear, the
superposition principle could be applied. When the input values
at 12 pairs of electrodes were given, the electric potentials at
any nodes could be evaluated by linearly combining the precalculated FEM results with the input value at each electrode
pair. We confirmed that the errors between the potential values
obtained from the superposition principle and the normal FEM
computation were negligible (error-to-potential ratio 0.01).
C. Determination of Optimal Injection Currents
To determine the optimal injection currents, we solved a constrained optimization problem. The optimization variables were
input electrical potentials at electrodes in an anode array.
Once the input values of the anode array were given, those in
a cathode array could be determined automatically. An objective function to be minimized and constraints were defined as
follows:
Maximize

(2)

subject to

(3)

where
represents the input potential value at the th elecis the number of electrodes in an array (
trode,
herein),
is the current density evaluated at the th node included in a target brain area, and
represents the number of
nodes belonging to the target brain area. We first evaluated the
current density values of elements, and then transformed them
into nodal values. The total amount of the potentials was restricted to be a constant value, which was set to 1 in the simulation, to prevent the values from diverging to infinity. After the
optimization, optimal injection currents could also be obtained
by integrating the current density at each electrode.
Among various algorithms to solve the above constrained
optimization problem, we selected an algorithm based on the
Nelder–Mead simplex method [15] since the derivative of
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Fig. 5. Optimized current distributions. Current distribution was illustrated
instead of potential distribution as most tDCS systems use constant current
sources. Colors represent the injection currents (mA). The target brain regions
are (a) left frontal, (b) right inferior parietal, and (c) left superior parietal areas.

Fig. 4. Locations of three target brain areas: (a) left frontal area, (b) right inferior parietal area (deeper than the others), and (c) left superior parietal area.
“A” and “P” represent “anterior” and “posterior,” respectively.

the objective function could not be expressed as an analytic
form. We used a slightly modified version of a MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA, ver. 7.7.0) code called SIMPS
(Strategy Simplex; http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/102-sim), where the constraints were considered
by penalizing the target function. The algorithm was based
on the typical nonlinear simplex implementation [15], but
improved its performance by adopting a local minimizer. The
iteration was stopped when there was no further improvement
in the penalized objective function value. Since we applied the
superposition principle, the time taken to obtain the optimal
current distribution did not exceed 5 min, whenever the optimization was performed under a Pentium IV 3.2-GHz personal
computer environment (computation of the 12 basis FEM
results took about 2 min). Please note that it took about 2 h
to optimize the electrode locations under the same computer
environment according to our previous report [10].
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For the simulation model presented in Fig. 1, we selected
three different target brain areas: left frontal area, right inferior
parietal area, and left superior parietal area. The target areas
were arbitrarily selected to test various locations and depths.
Fig. 4 shows the three target brain areas. In our simulations,
electrode arrays in the posterior region were assumed to be the
anode electrodes. The initial values of the optimization were
identically set to 0.083
. Since the Nelder–Mead simplex method is a kind of deterministic optimization algorithms,
the results always converged to a single optimum.

TABLE I
AVERAGED CURRENT DENSITY AT TARGET AREAS EVALUATED BEFORE AND
AFTER THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS (mA/m )

Fig. 5 shows the optimal input currents determined for the
three target areas, where the current values were normalized so
that the total current equals 1 mA, which has been regarded as
a reasonable current level [3], [4], [8]. It can be seen from the
figures that the amplitude of injection currents near the target
areas have relatively higher amplitudes, from which we could
indirectly confirm the success of the optimization. The results
also suggest that optimizing the injection current distribution
has a similar effect to physically adjusting electrode locations.
Fig. 6 shows the directions and magnitudes of the current
density vectors before and after the optimization, where the
streamlines show the current flow starting from various locations in the anode array. The left three columns show the current flows obtained for the initial condition, while right three
columns show those for the optimal currents. Table I shows the
current density values at three target areas evaluated before and
after the optimization. It can be seen that the average current
density values at the target areas were increased after the optimization, with rates of increase ranging from 35% to 78%,
which implies that less current injection is necessary to obtain
equivalent stimulation effects. We also evaluated average current density at 30 randomly selected nontarget regions and observed 11.8% (left frontal), 14.2% (right inferior parietal), and
7.3% (left superior parietal) reduction of current density after
the optimization.
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Fig. 6. Directions and magnitudes of the current density vectors before and after the optimization. The target locations of (a)–(c) correspond to those of
(a)–(c) in Fig. 4. The left three figures in each of the simulation results show the current flows obtained for the initial value (before the optimization), while
the right three figures show those for the optimal currents (after the optimization). The streamlines show the current flow starting from various locations
in the anode electrode array, and the colors represent the magnitude of the current density (normalized with respect to maximum; A: anterior; P: posterior;
R: right; L: left).

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new array-type tDCS system,
which is capable of shaping current flow around targeted brain
areas by controlling the input values of the array electrodes.
Based on this study, we are currently implementing an MRIguided individualized brain dc stimulation system, which can
consider individual differences in brain anatomy as well as the
locations of brain lesions.
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